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05. Do any categories of employee have enhanced
responsibilities under the applicable regulatory
regime?
 

Hong Kong
Author: Charles Mo , Joanne Mok

Under the SFO, ROs have enhanced responsibilities. They assume primary responsibility for compliance at a
licensed corporation and are involved in supervising the regulated activities. A licensed corporation is
required to appoint no less than two ROs to directly supervise the conduct of each regulated activity.
Similarly, under the BO, registered institutions are required to appoint no less than two executive officers to
be responsible for directly supervising the conduct of each regulated activity under the SFO. For each
regulated activity, at least one RO must be available at all times to supervise the business and must be an
executive director.

Under the IO, an RO of a licensed insurance agency or licensed insurance broker company has enhanced
responsibilities. Responsible officers must use their best endeavours to ensure the agency or broker has
established and maintains proper controls and procedures for securing compliance with the conduct
requirements under the IO.
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Isle of Man
Author: Katherine Sheerin , Lindsey Bermingham , Kirsten Porter , Emily Johnson

Employees who carry out a Controlled Function will have a duty of responsibility to ensure compliance with
the financial institution’s ongoing regulatory requirements. 
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Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

Specifically, employees holding executive, overall management, oversight or control functions in regulated
companies are responsible for ensuring that the companies’ organization ensures the continued
compliance with applicable financial market laws. Swiss financial market laws do not have enhanced
responsibilities for different employee categories. Instead, a person’s fitness and propriety are assessed
within the context of the specific requirements and functions of a given company, the scope of activities at
that company, and the complexity of that company.
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